                                           THE RED AND THE GREEN

                
       
 I must tell you about something I went through, something so strange and unusual that even I have a hard time really believing that it all had occurred at all. This transcending experience let me fully understand that our lives are far more than just our own and that it is our spirits that truly exist, possessing different vehicles or vessels to live in. This odyssey took me deep into the future to an age where men and women were separated by a type of cosmic divorce, into a world where color dictated a far more important role to our daily lives than it does today. A tragedy had occurred, one that threatened the very existence of our species. I was summoned to this era for a reason, a purpose that I will get to in my story. 
      It all began on a pleasant day in the month of May. I was living, or staying as I often say, out on an island off the coast of Maine, the northern most state of the eastern seaboard of the United States. For those of you who may not know, the Labrador Current brings frigid waters down from the arctic to this region rendering the gulf of Maine a rather cold place for most of the year, though the summer months are of a most pleasant clemency, hence a time when many folks came up to Maine from southern New England to escape the heat and humidity. It was by a stroke of coincidence that I was born into a family that had such a summer house to migrate to, though it was just for a few weeks in August. My grandparents had bought a place out on this island known as East Haven, fifteen miles offshore, back in the 1930s. My father used to comment on how it was that, when he was a child, one could just pick up lobsters at low tide amongst the seaweed and rocks. The tides here are rather significant, twelve feet or so, up and down twice a day, giving one the impression that the great ocean is breathing, though it would be doing so very slowly. This cold ocean is also a rich one, though in recent decades overfishing and pollution had radically reduced its bounty.                         
     Though still a little brisk outside for May, I went out for a walk. My destination has a small hill, the highest point on the island, a rocky outcrop called Indian’s Knob. It was actually colder inside the house than it was outside so such a day demanded that I get out for my own comfort. I walked away from our family’s cedar shingled dwelling, up to the street, and sauntered off at a rather peppy pace to warm myself up. I waived at some islanders who drove by in their pickup trucks and they too waived back at me. It was an almost a mandatory gesture at these islands to waive, regardless of who you were, a stranger or close acquaintance. In this case, at this island, I was not exactly a stranger, for they knew who I was; though I could perceive through their subtleties that I was rather “strange” to them, an understandable perspective of some hermetic artist like myself from “away.” 
     I didn’t live there at East Haven all the time and had only returned weeks prior in April. I am an artist, a painter, who lives a rather transient life. For quite a few years I had gone abroad during the colder winter months to warmer places, and preferably cheaper places, to keep painting. I take with me only what I can carry, of which a good deal is my art supplies: my paints and canvasses, my stretcher bars and easel. I had ventured and painted in such places as India and Thailand one year, the Greek Islands another, South and Central America other winters. This year I had just returned from far away New Zealand. I had experienced the summer months again in the southern hemisphere and was now about to go through those longer days again for the third time in a row. What travail! Though sounding like a comforting experience, this lifestyle acted peculiarities on my natural biorhythmns and its homeostasis. However, it was always good to get back to this island for half the year, my semi-home, and place where I didn’t have to lug around my possessions, looking for a new places to “stay.”                                                                                                      
     The sun warmed up the ground, and I was able to smell the sweet earthy aromas that bathed the path that I entered once I was off the road. The early foliage was all light green, no full leaves yet, only large buds and drooping earring-like clusters that are the precursors to the maple and oak leaves that would manifest in a matter of days. The sparrows and chickadees sang around me as I walked through the thickets and ferns that bordered the trail. All was fresh and new.
      I wandered up the path that guides the hiker to the summit of the hill. I made my way through the damp mossy underforest, darkened by the thick needles of dense spruce trees, and then made it to the big rock known as the knob. There the path ended and one had to navigate his own way up the rest of the rock to get to the top. The grayish rock was wet from little fissures where water oozed out of it, making it rather slippery to walk upon, but I carefully climbed the rest of the way up and there I rested, sitting on the rock knee outcropping that was spotted with patches of light green lichen. Small Juniper bushes somehow grew from inside the few cracks of the gray rock as did some bay leaf bushes.
     I caught my breath and surveyed the lovely views in each direction. Like said, I am an artist and I often do paintings on location. I had painted up here before, another year. This day was a little bit windy for painting, so I studied the views, planning my next scene to paint up there another day. I saw a few lobstermen in their boats in one direction, preparing their traps for when the lobster came back into these coves in July. Looking at a right angle to another side, I saw two ospreys, or fish hawks, spiraling in upward drafts together as if in a romantic dance. I turned more to see behind me the sensual outline of the Orono Mountains that were twenty miles away on the mainland. Dotted here and there in the marine blue bay were dozens of other smaller islands, dark green, for they were covered solely with spruce trees.
     I pondered my place there. How fortunate I was to experience this peaceful, pristine setting, and to have been able to experience the similar natural wonders I had in New Zealand: the different plants and birds, the wonderful green color of the Tasman Sea, the native Maoris and there wild tattoos that decorated their bodies and faces even. I thought of this sense of place and belonging that plants and animals and humans as well have, due to the fact that we all have arisen out of the happenstance of time and adaptation to be there, to be alive, and to be a part of the tapestry that can be called God’s creation. I reflected on myself and what it was that I should be doing with my life, questioning whether my choices of being an isolated artist was a sufficient enough endeavor when an ailing world out there required so much more attention to remedy its problems. I felt a little jaded and unsettled for my transient lifestyle left me longing for a less nomadic and more grounded existence. At thirty-six years old, I had no real material accomplishments aside from a trail of hundreds of paintings I had done. I looked up, way overhead in the dark blue sky, and finally noticed the bald eagle that had been circling over Indian’s Knob, eyeing me this whole time.
      After about twenty minutes, I descended back down the rock face toward the path only to slip and fall on the slippery wet rock, sending myself heals up onto my backside. Skidding down on my rear end, I landed in a mossy sheltered spot. I grimaced, momentarily, over my mild injuries from the fall. I sat there for a while, smelling the wonderful balsam that drifted out of the wet, spruce forest. I examined a beautifully symmetrical fern plant that was right there next to my left foot. It was about a foot tall, unfurling at its top in a spiral the way they do when they are growing. What wonders they were, the ferns, so ancient in their time here on the planet, and so prolific as well. I had seen fern trees over twenty feet tall in New Zealand and had also gathered that they were perhaps the oldest of plant types. I reached down and touched it with the back of my fingers and I felt something. Not just its plant material, but I felt as though it had feelings, a sentience. I whispered to it and said," Aren't you lovely."                          
     In an instant, everything changed. What I saw blended into a swirl. The blue sky and the greenery around me combined together and spun into a whirlpool, a vortex that left open a round opening or television-like center for it suddenly reeled off a sequence of images. I watched the things displayed on the round screen in front of me. There were ferns and more ferns, coming at me. Or, was I flying through them? This occurred for what seemed to be ten minutes or so, to me, then we broke through this forest of ferns and came out flying over an angry ocean where heavy winds whipped up the sea, and where white caps churned up a foamy froth that blew across its surface. We flew over it to a coastline of a reddish earth and beach that was getting eroded away by the pounding of the ocean’s humungous waves, pulling large trees and boulders into its consuming bite all along the shoreline. We zoomed faster along the coast as though I were in a jet fighter plane. As I looked to my sides I still saw the green and blue blending stripes, but behind me I saw a bright red glare of this miraculously  silent propulsion system to this pod I found myself in.                                                                                                      
     I quickly looked back to the front for now we descended over a yellow sand beach where giant fish larger than refrigerators flopped about, beached up onto the shore by the waves. In seconds of time, the ocean now rapidly receded, almost all the way to the horizon, as though someone had just pulled the plug, leaving a muddy gray area, a now lifeless zone where the water had been. We then took an abrupt turn inland and immediately the terrain became a desert, a wasteland where occasional stumped trees burned with a very hot looking emerald green flame. We slowed down in our flying tubular thing and paused hovering in the front of a dead tree where a large saber toothed tiger was hauling its prey up into the tree. On closer inspection, I horrifyingly noticed it to be the bloodied, legless, torso of a human! We hovered closer and this big feline, which was at least twenty feet long, saw us coming. It boomed a deafening roar that opened wide its mouth, causing the cadaver to fall to the ground. We zoomed into its mouth and the screen in front of me became dark red.                                                              
     I looked to my sides again for I had been on the edge of my seat for much of this show or journey, or whatever it was! I could now partially see through the rings that whipped around the interior of this tube, the sides of the pod. They had now become sharp red with a few intermittent green stripes and I was able to discern the outlines of bodies that drifted alongside me. Ominously, they vanished once I focused my sight upon them. They were behaving as though they were hiding, though I could still see them looming there with my peripheral vision. I looked forward again for it became lighter outside now. Down below me, I saw throngs of people walking in huge caravans across this baron desert. They were heading toward a distant mountain range that I could see far ahead. We then bolted ahead in this flying machine at a tremendous speed, but without any g force felt, and we darted into the thick white cloud mass above the mountains. Instantly, everything turned white. I found myself no longer seated in this transport, but drifting through the misty air of the clouds above the snowy summit at the mountain range.
      I was floating and I no longer had a body. Thinking that surely I had died back at Indian’s Knob when I slipped on the wet rock, I was astounded to still be able to perceive things. There were many other small white puffs around me, floating as I was in the atmosphere, being blown about. At first I thought I was a snowflake and I chuckled inwardly at such a preponderance of my soul’s disposition; however, upon closer inspection of the others around me, I noticed that they were those airborne seeds that get carried up into the atmosphere by their feather-like hairs. I realized I was one too!                             
      What had happened to me? I was an inanimate object, unable to move on my own volition but still capable of thought. I savored the feeling of drifting, being almost nothing but the wind itself. I drifted for hours until I landed, nestling into the upper boughs of a tall pine tree. There I sat stuck for hours, or days even! I felt no feelings of cold or hunger. I had plenty of time to think about what had happened. Surely, I had died and this was some strange type of reincarnation. Had my meritless life demoted me into this inanimate germinal thing?
     After what seemed like ages, a little sparrow flew up to the treetops. It was a curious looking bird, one that I had never seen, reddish brown with a black cap and yellow legs. It fidgeted about near me in the pine needles and I was hoping it would jar me loose so I could drift down, to go onward, to see what happens next to us drifting seeds. The bird noticed me, but it ate me! Off we flew.                             
     Now I was in this bird, or I was this bird, for I saw where we went and felt what we did. How wonderful it was to fly as a being! I could whip through branches and sore up into the clouds if I wished. Most of the days were spent looking for food: bugs and seeds and things. At dusk, I flew back to the nest and I sat next to my mate who sat on the eggs of our next little brood. She was a sweetheart, dressed in duller feathers than mine. She always seemed to know when I was coming for I could hear her through the treetops calling my name as I approached our tree. She gave me sweet kisses when I landed, and I regurgitated some food for her if she was hungry. Occasionally, it was my duty to sit on the eggs while she when about into the forest alone, to exercise to and to feed. I worried for her safety or that some stag sparrow might attack her; or worse yet, convince her to shack up with him. She was my one and only and I hers. Somehow, I knew all these things even though I, formerly the artist from Maine, had been a bird for just a few days; or, was it weeks?
     The days are long as a sparrow, particularly during these long days of summer. One day of perhaps fifteen hours of daylight seemed endless as a bird. I had noticed that there were human beings walking down in the valley and they seemed to be walking ever so slowly, as though in slow motion. Time, I realized, was relative to my perception of it and this corresponded to my new being’s metabolic rate. My fast beating heart and shorter life span was only such in comparison to that of a human being's. It was all very normal to me as the sparrow. It is for this reason that one can see us birds whip at great speeds through tight branches and twigs without any mishaps, for to us we are going at our own gingerly rate.
     Life as a bird wasn't all that easy though. We did experience hardships. Since I often slept at the edge of our nest I did get tree mites that crawled up into my feathers and agitated my skin. There was a remedy for this though; somehow we all knew! You just go to the ground and look for a red ants' nest. Picking them up, one by one, careful not to kill them, you place them in your feathers for they love tree mites. Once they have eaten all of them, the ants leave.                                
      Another time, there was a severe thunderstorm. I was out feeding and it started to hail. Ice balls almost as large as golf balls bombarded me and all of us in the forest. I took shelter under an overhanging rock; but even there a cannonball of ice bounced in and bonked me on the head, rendering me unconscious. I awoke and the storm had passed. I quickly flew back to the nest, hoping she was alright. She was fine. Our nest site, chosen by her, was in a most secure spot underneath a strong and broad branch.
     One morning that summer, I made a mistake that deprived me of my freedom, altering my life. At times I flew down into the valley where the humans lived for many of them set out birdfeeders that helped us carry on; but this day I crawled into one for some seeds and it turned out to be a trap. I was trapped in a little bamboo cage for hours until finally a boy came around and carried me back to his home. The little scoundrel kidnapped us birds then offered us for sale at a market in his town.
       The first day I was displayed in my bamboo prison I was sold. A woman in the marketplace passed by and I whistled my finest song to get her attention. Dressed in a long dark green dress with a white belt that hugged her middle, she peered into my cage. I saw the dark brown eyes of a most beautiful woman. Her thick black hair was held in a red hair band that partially covered her ears. She winked at me, then purchased me and brought me back to her dwelling. Incidentally, I had noticed that the only people in the town seemed to be women. I did spot a few prepubescent boys who played around in the market, but no men were out and about.
     Now, I was living a life as a caged songbird. She named me "Dandy". By my own educated guess, I would say that we were in a mountain range in Eurasia somewhere, perhaps in a buffer zone from whatever catastrophe had taken place. The people seemed to be of a Persian-Oriental mix. This place was surely at some point in the future and there was a strange mix of the old with some aspects of advanced technology. I saw a hologram photo that I surmised to be of her husband, on the wall of her adobe style hut. Strangely, I could understand her foreign tongue and I was able to pick up more information about this strange time and place when she talked with visiting friends, all of whom were, yes, women.
     As nice as she was, it was still horrible being a prisoner. I was meant to be free. When I became restless, I thrashed around in my cage. She tried to console me by sticking her finger into my cage and she said comforting things to me as though I was her loved one. It often worked! She spent much time alone and I gave her company. At times she disrobed in front of me and I saw her most beautiful body. Her skin had a beautiful glow that absorbed the light of the dark room. When she sauntered around naked, I signaled my approval by chirping loudly in my cage.
     Sometimes she let me out so that I could fly about inside her house. There was another room that I was curious about, for she often went in there for extended periods of time. I flew in there and saw a beautiful round room with jade green marble lining the walls and ceiling. She often meditated in there, or something like that, for she seemed very religious; but she usually shut the door when she did. This one evening though, it was left open and I was able to fly in there.
     I sat perched up on the opened door and watched her quietly. She knelt down, sitting on her shins in a meditative posture. She chanted the words, "al dabra, al Dabra, al dabra." A round television-like monitor slowly appeared on the marble wall in front of her. It became lit up in a bright green color. She stared at it for a long time, such a long time it was, that I, the bird, flew back into my cage and slept.
     My dreams were always fascinating. At times they were of my sparrow life and of those experiences back in the forest. Other times, I was me, the artist who lived the transient life painting. Still more incredible, was that I now summoned up memories of other times prior to that! I dreamt of being other people from ages long ago, stretching back into antiquity. I even dreamt of being other animals and insects! Who I had been, seemed to stretch back endlessly into the past. My current entity contained all of them! Like a mountain spreading its mass far and wide below me, my current life was here, supported directly by all these other lives. It was only in my dreams though, that the memories and conditions of the previous lives were revealed to me. In my waking state, I could recollect only as far back as that of the artist who had touched the fern in Maine.
     My owner’s other female guests always went into that other room and closed the door, so I never overheard their discussions. But through them, I did learn her name, it was Verna. Once when two lady friends came over, I was let out and I flew about inside the rooms. They were very attractive Persian looking women like Verna. They all went into that round emerald room but the door to it was left partially opened this time. I snuck in there to observe them. Verna pressed a button on the wall and a rounded padded bed came up from the floor. They had disrobed into skimpy outfits and they sat up on the bed, formed a triangle and held each other’s hands. They meditated like this for a while with their eyes closed; then they did that "al dabra" chant, causing the green screen to appear on the wall again. They then started kissing one another. They were here for sex!
     I watched, wishing that I was a man again, for they were such intense beauties. After making out together for a while, Verna got up and touched the screen on the wall. Instantly, blue and yellow beams came out of the walls to intersect at a focal point in the middle of the room where an apparition of a man took physical form. He stood naked next to the bed and the women grabbed him. He was like their sex toy and he made love to each of them until they were satisfied. Afterwards, he strolled over to the green screen, softly touched it with the back of his fingers and he disintegrated into a bubbling fizz of green that charged the air with a sweet aroma like that of the pine forest.                                                             
      I flew down and landed on Verna's bare thigh as she lay exhausted from the lovemaking. "Look! The lovebird," she said to her two friends. They soon got up, dressed and left. It was almost a daily affair that these and other women did this thing over at Verna’s. Since the men didn't seem to be around, they had this living hologram type god to fulfill their needs. It was all done with a great spiritual awareness for sex itself has its divine origins. 
     One day Verna had some other visitors. They were her two sons, boys in their early teens. They had been living off in another valley, training for the war. They talked a little bit about current events, and their discussions filled me in on this strange world I found myself in. They talked about the enemy, Lenka Nado. I gathered that she represented the color red and realized there was a deep significance with color in this world for I knew that red and green were opposites. As an artist, I knew that their harmonious proportions were one to one; meaning that equal amounts of each color will, when blended, created a neutral gray. Lenka, it turned out, was this beautiful female god, who had evilly seduced the masses of men to be her followers and slaves. I was able to learn these things for the boys read out loud a religious book known as “The Kaaba”. It was hundreds of years, if not thousands of years into the future here, and the human population had, at one point, grown into such an overloading burden that it sent the world into chaos. This goddess, Lenka Nado, and the other male god, Al Dabra, which means:” the green,” had been lovers. They were the actual creators of the human race, in sorts a godly, biblical Adam and Eve. If this wasn’t still earth that I was on, then it was a closely resembling place, perhaps a world of a parallel dimension or something.                                                                                        
     As god and goddess, they had their assigned duties. Al Dabra's was to keep the human population in check, so as to not injure the fabric of nature that the humans’ existence had grown out of and had depended on for survival. Lenka Nado's function was to consume the souls of evil ones, a sort of harvester of the sinful and cruel. This was to maintain a more or less benevolent social group, humankind. However, since humankind had become so intelligent, near gods themselves with advances in technology, the diseases and natural disasters that Al Dabra conjured up no longer affected the people as much. In time, the humans depleted and destroyed most of the world’s recourses because of their own population explosion. Lenka Nado actually enjoyed this for she had many more souls to feed on.                                             
     Al Dabra saw her as having become too sinister, hence they split up. In this godly divorce the woman were called to side with Al Dabra, and the men, left out on their own, became spellbound slaves to their insatiable goddess. This whole scenario was Al Dabra’s design. By separating the sexes, they couldn’t reproduce anymore and the human population waned back into an insignificant number that didn't damage other life forms on the planet. How insane it was to learn that the human race was the offspring of some godly romance that had now gone wrong!
     I wondered why these two sons of Verna's weren't allies or slaves rather, to Lenka Nado. They were young and they trained in the mountains somewhere for Al Dabras side, the women’s side. Then their mom answered my question by assuring them that she had had them castrated to save their souls. She told them that Lenka had seduced their father only to have him later consumed by her insatiable appetite for the human soul. “Once a god ingests us, we are no more," she warned her brave sons. With their sexual urge gone, they were far less susceptible to her magnetism. After spending just one night at their mom’s, the boys returned to their training camp up in the mountains.
     I understood things better now about my wild ride into this world: the green ferns and the green flames were of Al Dabra's, and that monster cat that we flew into the red mouth of was a symbol of Lenka. Surely, this couldn't have been some random time and place for my soul to be brought into, via that floating seed, to become who I was now, this sparrow. If only I could talk to Verna.
     It was very frustrating being a captive bird cooped up in this bamboo cage, but occasionally she left me outside her door to get some fresh air. I notice a few cats outside around the house and they always eyed me as a tasty morsel. Perhaps, if one of them were to consume me I would host their body and have more freedom of movement. I pecked at the latch of the cage incessantly, attracting a black cat that watched all the commotion. Then, I exposed as much of my wing as I could through the openings between the bamboo sticks. Like lightning he jumped up and impaled me with his claws, pulled me into his mouth and ended my life as Dandy the sparrow.
     Now, as I had guessed, I was this cat. I hungrily gulped down the bird that I had just been. Its blood on the white cobblestone wasn't red though, it was green! Things appeared different as the cat. Cats can't see the color red. Everything was in tones of blue and yellow, likening the world to some underwater atmosphere. All was visible at night as well. 
     Verna came outside and saw that Dandy had been eaten. She sighed a little at his loss and then cleaned up the mess there. I meowed at her door until finally she opened it and said, "What is it? Did you kill my bird?" She said angrily to me. I darted into her home and sat up on a chair where she often sat. She gave me a little something to eat then threw me rather harshly back outside. For the next few days, I camped outside her door, barging in when she left her door open. I needed for to know that it was still me, now in the cat, so I rubbed up against her leg and purred. Alas, she picked me up and caressed my soft fur.                                                                                            
     I befriended her and she let me stay inside her house more often. When her friends came over they went into that room to do their thing together. I hid under a chair and she forgot I was inside, enabling me to spy on them as they had sex. They summoned Al Dabra with their chanting prayer and the green screen appeared on stone wall. I scampered across the room and jumped up to that green spot on the wall, only it was a hole and I, as the cat, disappeared into it.  
     Instantly, I was beamed into the middle of the room, materializing into the form of the man I had been previously, that artist in Maine. I stood there naked in the middle of these three beautiful women and they ravaged me with their intense sexual desires. They took me to be a manifestation of their god, but I wasn't; and when they were done with their lovemaking, I didn't walk over to the screen to leave. Puzzled, a woman said to me," Why don't you leave?"
     "I want to stay." I said.
     "But you mustn't," said Verna. "You’re a god!"
     "I am no god." I informed her. "It’s Dandy!" I said, hoping that she might recognize something familiar about me for I had been living with her as the bird for a few weeks.
     "Dandy?" she got up on her feet and looked at me closely. "You mean my bird Dandy?" She laughed a little. The other women were done with their session. They got dressed and went back to their houses, thinking perhaps this was something personal between Al Dabra and Verna.
     "Yes, I was Dandy and then I was that black cat that kept bothering you."
     "And now you're a god!" she said with a smile, staring into my eyes.
     "I know... this is the craziest thing! I have been on this really weird trip - I am just a man – who likes to paint pictures - and I touched this fern one day - and I was sent on this existential journey to this place here."
     "You are Al Dabra, the green. The legend says you were born of the fern and she, Lenka Nado, was born out of the red flame," she informed me.
     "I don’t know about your gods and your religion. I am from another time. I am just an artist, a painter and I do not know why I am here!" She smiled and took my hand and walked me into the next room. I was naked and she found me some clothes of her sons’ to wear. We talked a little more then she told me I could sleep in her son's bed. I was totally exhausted and I crashed as soon as I hit the sheets.
     I had the most vivid dream when I slept. I found myself seated in a mossy throne, a little brook bubbled around me like a moat and an array of ferns fanned out, encircling me from the other side of the brook. Beyond that it was black as night. Suddenly, I noticed small circles of colored light growing against the black background as though they approached me from a distance. Momentarily, these colored circles stopped and hovered in front of me. There were three groups of paired opposite colors: to my left I saw a large blue circle and at its side a slightly smaller orange one; in front of me were two equal-sized circles of red and green; and to my right was a large purple circle and at its side, a smaller bright yellow circle. I recognized them to be the complimentary colors, all in their harmonious proportions. The yellow one lit up and a voice came from it, "This is the one. I found him!" It was a high-pitched woman's voice that spoke.
     "Do you know why you are here?" the green circle said as it too glowed brighter upon speaking.
     "Because I 'm so good at mixing you guys up?" I said sarcastically.
     "That's part of it," the orange one said, this time in a female's voice again. They were paired up as couples - a male and female.
     "We have enlisted you for a difficult job." the purple one spoke out in a low, manly baritone voice.
     "You are going to create the painting of your life that might save your own species from extinction." It was the voice of the blue one now. 
     The green one spoke again, "My wife and I are the ones responsible for your creation. She is earthbound now and not here in her spirit with us - I had noticed that her red circle hadn't glowed or spoken. We are of equal power, she and I, yet the consummation of too many souls has corrupted her, and she refuses to be with us here in heaven. Your human population has become meager. Only through her own volition will she be able to return here to be with us - the children of the Great One, the White Light."
     "If you, young artist, can uncover her divine beauty for her to see again, then surely Lenka Nado will return to be back here with Al Dabra," the yellow one said in her high feminine voice. Simultaneously, they started to drift away.
     "Verna will help you!" the orange one yelled out as it shrunk into the blackness. They were gone then I awoke. Verna was right there next to my bed when I opened my eyes, she seemed to be somehow aware of the dream that I had just experienced.
     "I dreamt of the colors," I told her.
     "The gods," she said.
     "Yes. I guess they are god-like."
     "They are the children of God almighty," she informed me.
     "Well the blue one told me that they want me to make a painting to somehow convince the red one to go home."
     "I see," she said smiling, pleased to hear what I had dreamed about. Verna had some different clothes for me and I got into them, a brown wool sweater and pants." I haven't any shoes that would fit so you'll have to walk barefoot." She patted me on the back and laughed.
     "I’m starving. Do you have anything to eat?"
     “I guess you aren’t a god after all! Yes, of course, you may have whatever you like. It is the one there." She pointed to a round stone on the wall. I pushed at it thinking it was some hidden refrigerator door or something. "You must command what you want then simply touch it." I thought for a moment, and then I touched the screen and an elegant breakfast meal of an omelet, toasted bread and guava juice, materialized inside a cavity in the wall. Verna watched me in a very seductive way as I ate it. When I was done she told me that she had to go out for the day and that I was free to make a painting, if I wanted to, adding that any art supplies I needed could be acquired by touching "the round" on the wall. She dressed into a dark green hooded robe, gave me a heavy kiss on my lips and said, "Don't run away now! I'll return by this evening."
     After eating, I got the art supplies I needed through that magical, stone computer and I set up to paint in a sunny area out in a patio behind her house. I did a little oil painting of a scene that was familiar to me: a seascape with sailing boats and a contour of some rounded, blue hills on the land in the distant background. I then did a fast small one of a sparrow sitting on her nest - it was actually my loved one when I was free in the forest as the bird. Both of the paintings summoned feelings of home and I thought of how it is that home is more a feeling of belonging rather than an actual localized place. It was my life as the transient artist, who moved all over the place, and my entity's assortment of previous life forms that made me reflect more on this truth, giving me an idea for the masterpiece that I knew I would soon have to paint in order to save the world.
     When Verna returned, she saw my new paintings and was impressed. "You can make a new world like the gods," she told me. "What are these?" she asked, pointing to the white triangles on the water in my painting.
     "Those are sailboats. Haven't you ever seen boats like that that move across the water by using the wind?"
     "Perhaps I have seen pictures of them and a sea like that; but it must have been decades ago," she said with a little smile. 
     "Decades!” I said with surprise. She appeared to me to be in her early thirties, younger than I, anyways. “Exactly how old are you?"
     She laughed a little and said, "Never ask a woman her age." She pulled me in for a hug and kissed me on my neck. "I've been looking forward all day to getting back here to see you Dandy."
     "I’m Sam," I corrected.
     "What's in a name? You were Dandy when I first met you, weren't you? She kissed me harder and pushed her body into mine. She pulled on my hand and led me into her bedroom where we had more sex for what seemed like hours. She was incredibly healthy and sexy, a woman so very starved for a man. Afterwards, she went alone into that round green room to meditate in front of that green screen that appeared on the wall.
      We slept in different beds and again I had a vivid dream. It was a time in the distant past, perhaps 16th or 17th century Europe. I was a young man, a painter still, though not all that good, and I was outside making a painting - a study of a river scene that highlighted a stone bridge in the middle of my composition. An old heavy set man walked by and took interest in what I was doing. He stopped to watch me paint. After a few moments of silence, he asked me a question. "Is that what it looks like to you?" I looked over my shoulder at him. He held his grey bearded chin with on hand.
     "It's not exactly what it looks like to me, sir; but it is how it is." I responded, having to say something back to him.
     "It is how it is. Of course, of course!" He was inspired by something all of the sudden. He saw something special in the painting I was making. He told me he was an artist too, but a musician and he excitedly asked me if I would like to hear him play the organ at a cathedral in the city nearby. He scribbled down a note with his illegible signature on it, and told me to show this at the door for it was a rather formal affair.                                                                                                 
     I dressed myself up nicely and went there on the day he told me to. The sentries at the door examined my note carefully, then kindly let me in, ushering me up to a center seat in the front pew of the church. I sat next to aristocratic, wealthy citizens who snubbed their noses at me, the obvious pauper in his early twenties. Then the old man walked onto the stage, bowed to the applause of the crowd. He saw me and nodded, as if to say hello again, then he sat down at this magnificent pipe organ and he played. The music was magnificent - powerful yet kind and soothing, the kind of music that was religious, belonging to the echoes within the walls of this huge church. It was like no music that the world had yet heard. After almost an hour of a single composition in continuum, he stood up and bowed to the cheering audience. As they kept applauding, he beckoned to me with his hand to come up. I looked behind me, thinking perhaps he was calling on someone else, but he wasn't. He wanted me to join him up there, so I did. I walked up to him and he grabbed my wrist and held my hand up high. I looked into the sea of bodies in the audience and they roared louder for us, even though they knew not why. I was up there with Johannes Sebastian Bach.
     I awoke up and she was there again, looking right into my eyes, like she could read my mind. "Wake up, wake up you!" she said with a little laugh. "We must go today and get you prepared for your journey." She threw a hooded wool poncho on my bed and told me to put it on; then she left my room and waited for me out in the front room of her adobe house.                                                                
     We walked together through the town and made it to a large cylindrical tower of a building. Upon our entrance, we passed two male guards dressed in green uniforms. They stood at attention and saluted Verna as we passed. She was obviously some sort of town official or leader there in this village of women. The interior was beautiful: the walls lined with that jade-like marble, shiny stainless steel doors, all exquisitely done. All the angles and corners of the walls were rounded such that no lines appeared anywhere, adding to that seamless, wholeness, a religious component that was part of Al Dabra’s side.
      We walked up a spiral staircase situated like a spinal cord in the center of the building and we came to a large room where eight women and two men sat around an oval table. Once they saw that Verna had entered, they all stood up out of their seats, as in the military manner. She sat down and they then did as well. "This is the color expert we have found and he will attempt to oust Lenka Nado," she told the group about me as I stood there behind her. They all stared curiously at me. “Our two officers will accompany him in the transport to the valley of the red and with help from our contacts there this mission will be carried out." Two men dressed in ragged burlap smocks came into the room and stood beside me. Verna stood up and faced me. "These guys will risk their lives for you Sam, please go with them. And watch out for red!" she said with a smile, but her expression quickly turned into a sadder one for she obviously felt that we might be doomed and that we would never return. She bowed to me and made a round gesture between her shoulders, a type of blessing that bid me farewell. I followed the othertwo guys into a different room. They told me that we were going to infiltrate amongst Lenka's men and that I must change into the similar clothes that they wore.
      "Shouldn't I bring a painting or something with me?" I asked them as I changed into the ragged clothes they supplied.
      "A what?" the younger gelded guardian said to me in a high pitched voice.
      "A painting. I think they want me to show Lenka a painting or something!" I told both of them. 
      "You are to make one there," the elder fellow said to me. "Now come, we must go." He pointed to a glass bubble that rested on a metal stand in the corner of the room. Another beautiful woman stood in the corner next to a control panel that operated this bubble transport. The three of us stepped into the bubble and the woman waved to us and smiled, sending us off. We were back in that tunnel thing with the round window up front, the same pod I had experienced in my journey into this strange land. We zoomed out of the valley, over some snow capped mountains, and across a baron desert, then over a dry grassland. A mountain range loomed ahead, but rather than going over them, we zoomed underground through them and it got very dark for a while. We surfaced, then stopped. 
     All three of us found ourselves sitting on the ground next to a brook in a rocky valley with few trees. A man whistled to us from a distance, our contact. We hurried over to him where he was behind some twisted trees and boulders. He was Blaise, another castrated fellow who was a spy there for Al Dabra. Knowing that I hadn't been gelded, he told me that I mustn't ever look at Lenka; even her picture must be avoided or I would fall under her spell. "All the men here are under her spell and she consumes several of them a day. They don't even care for themselves, but for satisfying her," he told me as we trudged onward toward the town of men. Blaise carried a bundle of sticks tied together strapped onto his back. We followed him in silence and he stopped just outside town to give us each bundles of sticks that he had stashed away for each of us to bring into town. The wood we carried was for fire. It seemed to be the next best thing to Lenka for them, for little fires burned continuously in areas around town. We walked up to the main building of the town, a sloppily built citadel that resembled a giant termite mound housing their queen, a fortress that towered over all the shorter, squat square structures that housed all the men. We entered and unloaded our branches and sticks in a storage room on the ground floor then Blaise led us up some stairs to a room that he had secured for us. There we planned our strategy.
     This commission for me was a difficult one, for I had no idea what sort of painting I should do. Blaise told me that I had to paint on a wall in a room at the top of the building, a place where Lenka was to see it when alone. When I asked him what I should paint, he told me that God would let me know when I got there. I needed my art supplies and he informed me that I could get them in the morning at the commissary through the square, this lands version of the round, one of those mind reading screens on the wall that materialize food and things. We planned on going there early before many of the men showed up. My two guardians and I slept on the floor while Blaise returned to his quarters for the night.
     Looking out the little porthole window, I observed some of the chaos that took place in this town once it got dark. Many small fires burned in barrels along the streets and men huddled around them. Arguments and scuffles were very commonplace out in these streets and even more so in front of the entrance of the fortress where a gang of men hollered at the guards to be let in, so that they could be Lenka's next lovers. I didn't stick my head far out the window for fear of being seen and when I looked back into our room I noticed my two guides now knelt on the floor and were in a state of prayer or meditation. They had a small glass ball that glowed a green light - it was their object of worship, resting on the floor in front of them.
     I thought of the ironies I saw in this world. The culture of the males was far more barbaric than the one of the females. This place seemed like a war zone of sorts.  The men were like base human beings, slaves to Lenka Nado, the one responsible for this chaos. Yet it was the male god, Al Dabra, who fostered a peaceful civilized settlement at the other place with the females, along with a few of these enuchs.
     The crowds out in front of building suddenly calmed down and they all dispersed to various areas of the town that had these square television monitors situated up over the street. A red glow emanated from them and the men all grunted like apes with excitement for the show that they had been waiting for all day was about to begin. I was unable to see any screen clearly but I could make out vague images on one far across the main street. I saw the image of a woman dressed in a red dress appear, causing the crowds to cheer. I ducked down, back inside away from the window, remembering that I mustn't allow myself to see her face. Sitting on the floor, I watched the other two guys who stared at that green glass ball. Curiously, I peered back out the window and now saw three or four naked men kissing the arms and legs of Lenka, who stood with her arms raised up over her head. I ducked back down and refrained from watching anymore; but I could hear them moan like they were starving to sexually please her.  After a while the crowds suddenly roared and my guides were startled out of their trance. We all knew what had happened: Lenka had consumed the souls of some more men. I tried to fall asleep, but it was with great difficulty for I was sleeping in the house of a devil.
     We were woken up early by Blaise. It was still dark out when he unlocked our door. He was a custodian of the building, or something, and he had this magical way of opening locked doors simply by putting his palm on the square locking apparatus mounted in the center of the doors. We followed him to the cafeteria where there was one of those things on the stone wall that I could use to get my art supplies needed. Concentrating on what I needed exactly, I touched it and my tubes of oil paint pigments and brushes appeared in a cavity in the wall. I reached in and put them into a sack I had brought with me. I examined the tubes of oil paint with amazement - there were no brand names on the tubes but they were each colored, exactly identifying their contents, the pigments that I like to use.                                                         
     Blaise tugged my arm, beckoning me to follow him. We left the dining hall together. He took me up an elevator that squeaked its way up to the upper floors of this strange tower, up to where Lenka lived. A sentry stood at the elevator door when it opened and Blaise informed him that I was a decorator for the queen. The guard let me pass. There was no lie in what Blaise said, only I was a type of decorator who was to hopefully overthrow this whole establishment. We walked down a hallway that had blood red walls, past a couple more men who looked at me with suspicion, but nodded to Blaise. We stopped at a door and he unlocked it by waving his palm at the door. We walked in. It was obvious this was some kind of dressing room of Lenka's because there were mirrors and racks of red dresses in wardrobes that lined the walls. There were also wonderful flame-like designs on the walls and ceiling, all done in tones of red and orange. Surely she was a woman, or goddess, with a sense of aesthetics. Blaise pulled away a red curtain and there was a type of altar in front of a smooth white vertical rectangle; little squares of the other colors, her kindred gods, were mounted at its base.
     "This is where you're going to make it," he told me. "The other day she smashed a mirror here in one of her fits, since I heard you were coming, I decided to replace it with this surface for you to paint on. How does it look?" he asked me.
     I inspected the surface and felt it with my hand. "Well done! I couldn't have done a better job myself," I told him. “Should I start now?"
     "You must, and finish it before tonight." he asserted. "What are you going to paint anyway?" he asked with curiosity.
     "I am going to paint where she belongs," I replied, understanding now what my composition was going to be.
     "I will lock this door behind me and I will return to pick you up in seven hours, Sam. Good luck! "
     I started my painting, first squirting my pigments out onto a board I used as a palette then I sketched my composition. I planned on doing a version of the sun high in the sky, its rays fanning out into the blue sky. The rays of the sun resembled flower pedals and at their ends, the secondary colors: purple, orange and green, would be splayed out. I added bulbous cumulous clouds at the bottom to show that the earth was below. Blue was in the sky, yellow in the bright rays of the sun. Purple and orange and green were there in fanning rays of the sun, but she, red, was absent.
     I finished my painting in about six hours, cleaned up my stuff and waited for Blaise to return. I hoped this painting would work for if it didn't we would all suffer the consequences and die at the hands of the angry mobs of men.
     Blaise came back exactly when he said he would and he looked at my painting which appeared now to be like a window that looked into the sky for the rest of the room was colored red. "A masterpiece!" he said to me as he looked at it briefly, then he closed the red curtain to conceal it. "She'll be in here soon to worship herself in that mirror which I never replaced. When she opens this curtain let's hope your magic works on her or she'll have our heads!"                                                                                           
      We returned to the elevator and made our way back down to that room I had slept in the night before. My two guardians were in there and so was one of those bubble transporters for our escape. Blaise told us that we had to wait for the results of her seeing my painting before we could leave back to the saner society of Al Dabra and the women. If it worked, we could leave; but if it didn't, we had to stay - Al Dabra's orders. I was amazed at this middle-aged man's feat of having infiltrated this opposing society as a spy and having never gotten caught. He and the other two men then went into a trance, praying. I sat in a squat, leaning against the wall, waiting.
     On the penthouse floor of her fortress, Lenka Nado paced back and forth. She was dressed in a long red gown; her auburn hair was curly and long, tumbling over her shoulders. Her skin was very pale white, her body like that of the goddess that she was, her eyes green yet bloodshot. She was like an addict in the late stages of disintegration. Much of her time was spent worshipping herself and her color: red, the color of blood, alarming and oppressive, threatening when isolated and alone. On the contrary, I knew that red could also be fruitful and beautiful, like ripe berries, apples and cherries, rubies and the red tulips of spring, the red lips on a beautiful woman's face, or the reddish skies of sunrise or sunset . 
     Before her nightly romp with men that she would devour, Lenka always went into this dressing room of hers to look at herself for a while. She knelt down in front of the red curtain then opened it. Instead of seeing herself in the mirror, she saw my painting of the sun. She stared at it at first with anger, then with surprise and a sort of solace. She fell to her knees. "My father!" she said, staring at the painting. "My loved ones, there in the heavens within his embrace. But where art thou?" She fumbled forward to examine the painting more closely, her eyes searched it with desperation then her hands covered her eyes; for what she saw, or didn’t see, seen pained her. She started to cry.
     "Come home my child," a voice boomed. It was almighty God himself, his voice speaking out of the sun in my painting. It shone like it was the real sun. Lenka looked up again at the painting, her expression had changed and a new vitality filled her person. "Come home my red one and you are forgiven." Lenka stood up on her feet. Her tears were now that of joy and she smiled. Like a ballet dancer, she raised raise one arm up in the air and then she spun herself into a twirl that became so rapid that she turned into fire. Just like a candle that got blown out, she vanished leaving only a puff of red smoke behind.
     Blaise went up topside to inspect the queen's room to find out what had happened and when he opened the door he smelled a sweet aroma like that of roses. He knew she was gone. The painting had worked! Elated, he hustled to the main chamber where the nightly sacrifices usually occurred, and from there Blaise broadcasted the news to the town. The usual crowds had gathered outside around the monitor screens, but this night Blaise appeared before them and spoke. "Gather yourselves brothers; the queen has gone." A hush went over the crowds. "She has returned to be with Al Dabra. There will be no more bloodshed. May God have mercy on your souls." An angry roar echoed outside in the streets. These men didn't want to hear such news for they were still under her unretractable spell. They all were struck with grief that their object of worship was gone. Fights broke out and many stormed the fortress doors, banging on them with battering rams, trying storm the citadel. 
     We had heard Blaise's broadcast from our room and he had instructed us not to wait any more than five minutes after his speech, or we were to leave without him. We watched the pandemonium outside. They seemed more like apes than men the way they cried and grunted in their state of panic. Blaise made it back in time, locking the door behind him to keep the others at bay. All of us crammed into the bubble transport ready to leave. Fists pounded on the door and in unison the three of them said, "Al Dabra, Al Dabra, Al Dabra." This activated the transport pod and we took off out the little window. Hovering over the town, we could see houses burning and men fighting. We zoomed into the night sky back to the valley of the green where we materialized in the same room where we left from. Nine women were standing there, waiting for us. Verna was there and when we stepped out of the bubble she hugged Blaise and said, "Daddy!"
     "He did it!" He told her of me as he patted me on the back. Verna then hugged me and gave me a big kiss.
     "I knew you could do it Sam," she said to me elated. The other women and the guys spread out into a semicircle in the room and they all chanted for Al Dabra. Momentarily, green laser lights shot down from random points inside the domed room and the image of a giant man dressed in green materialized as a hologram in the center of the circle. 
     "My children "said a deep resonating voice. It was Al Dabra himself. "Behold your mother." Instantly some red colored lights beamed downed into a focal point where a beautiful woman formed. She stood there in equal height next to her husband. I dropped my head still in fear of seeing her face. "It is alright my son, you may see her now," the voice of Al Dabra said to me. I looked up at her. She was beautiful, her eyes no longer bloodshot
     "Thank you so much!" she said looking at me. "You set me free. We love you all!”  She looked around the room at the others. "And we need you."
     "Yes, it is true. Without you we are nothing," said Al Dabra. "We need human beings to worship us, to notice beauty, the by-product of his love, the great one. All of everything is the One, and we have been allowed to give it another try with you here on earth; but we mustn't make the same mistakes. You must listen to God and remain as human beings. I pronounce this one, Samuel, born of the fern, and this one Verna, born of Blaise, to be the mother and father of the new human race.” I realized that I was the only fertile man left and that it would be my duty to procreate with many of these beautiful women. A green light shot down out of the opened palm of Al Dabra's right hand, shooting into my eyes; and similarly, a red light emanated from Lenka's left hand, going into Verna’s. I saw nothing but green then my vision cleared and I was back in Maine, squatting on my knees on that path with the back of my fingers gently touching a small fern. I heard laughter, very subtle, but powerful, echoing around me.
     "You!" I said to the fern. “It is you.” Spellbound, I stared at it some more, then I got up onto my feet. I walked down the rest of the path and made it back to my house.  I was dazed and dumbfounded. I rejoiced. I knew I was blessed, to be living and alive in this world of worlds on this most beautiful day in the month of May.
                                 
                                  
                                
                              

